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However the following code has still not worked yet: $contents = file_get_contents(''); A: If you try to
change your url try this one $contents = file_get_contents(''); You can use this using cURL $contents
= curl_get_contents(''); You can use this using the file_get_contents(url) function and then echo the
result $contents = file_get_contents(''); echo $contents; A variable-shutter time-of-flight mass
spectrometer with a unique design. The mass spectrometer of the combined time-of-flight with
electron impact and a variable-shutter time-of-flight (TOF-V) mass spectrometer was investigated. A
unique design was made and a new metallic shutter with a variable time of opening was developed.
The dynamic range of the TOF-V was extended by the design and with the variable-shutter. A unique
function of the variable-shutter is to remove a time delay and to improve the mass resolution. The
variable-shutter was designed to have a long and relatively narrow slit, and the mass resolution was
found to be dependent on the size of the slit. The combined TOF-V was used to analyze a peptide
mixture, and the signals of peptides with relative standard deviations less than 20% were observed
and used to calculate the accuracy of the mass measurement. The combined TOF-V with a variable-
shutter was found to be useful in studying proteins in complex systems, and a good resolution was
obtained when the metallized slit was opened for 40-70 micros.Record Year for Parking Tickets
According to the City of Los Angeles, it’s a record year for parking citations. Officials said there were
105,384 tickets issued to motorists in 2011, the most in recent history. The city is targeting
homeless people and those parking their vehicles on public streets.
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